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14 THE "HEW" VINCENT PRICE? Though never a household narrie
Michael Gough has clone everythingfrom Hammer Gothics to AIP
monster teen pics.

20 “STEPFATH ER ll" KILLS BEST SIIICE when does death get in the
way of sequelization? Terry O Quinn is back as the thinking
man's slasher.

24 HEADS YOU LOSE The Borrower‘ takes clec itation o theHP IT
evening news and puts it back on the movie screen where it
belongs.

28 BIGGER THAN STAY PUFT They reunited the original cost and
director. Maybe we shouldfeel good about Ghostbusters H

32 OUR GUY "FRIDAY" Frank Mancuso Jr turns his attentton to
“Friday the 13th: The Series as our chat continues

36 “TALES FROM Tl-IE CR'l"PT" RESLIRRECTEDI You can burn ‘em,
you can ban 'E 'L but those classic EC comics keep coming back

42 SWAMP MAGIC Carl Fullerton arid Neal Mart: detail the FX tTt£1lS
of “The Return of Swamp Thing

46 “FRIDAY” FEMMES Our interview with Jason's babes continues
with a little mud, a little blood and a lotta screaming

50 DREAM AND SCREAM AGAIN Brilliant veteran screen scribe
Christopher Wiclcing looks ahead to Dream Demon
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ELEGY Topless 40 DR CYCLOPS
motor oil tanning Kolossal Killer
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Dli. Ire can dell with Ghostbusters
II’. just lo long II we don't have to
81:11 Ilth 1 new _t.it.le long video.
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The boys and
their new
attorney Louis
[Rick hloranis]
curry favor
with judge
Harrie Yultn.

postproduction on one and
preproduction on another movie
simultaneously." marvels Gross.
who has worked in tandem with
Reitman for eight years on such
projects as Heavy Metal. Legal
Eagles. Big Shot. Twins and. of
course. the original Ghostbusters.
Once begun. Gross reports the pro-
duction was off to a good start. "like
a bat out of hell. Evan's very
decisive. He knows what he wants
and he goes for it."

Di course. they had a problem get-
ting volunteers to come back later to
get some New Year's Eve footage. so
crucial to the movie's climactic
scenes. "If I had a choice. I'll go to
Beirut.“ frowns Gross. "You didn't
see a lot of guys volunteering for
shooting in Times Square on New
Year's Eve."

Gross claims the budget on the se-
quel is the same as the first; "About
S25 to SSE! million. The stars are
deferring their salaries in the in-
terests of keeping the film
reasonable.“

as for the formula for a successful
sequel. Gross professes ignorance.
"l have no experience in sequels."

BU FHNGURIA “B4

Couldn't be a Bill Murray movie if
they tI.id.n‘t humiliate some authority
figures. like Ghoatbuaterii
peraecutor Janet hlargoiin.

he shrugs. "We don't know whether
to give people a lot of the same
material. because that's what they
expect. or do that and make the
same movie twice. How many sur-
prises can you give them and keep it
fresh‘? We wrestled with that all the
way through. Most of these deci-
sions are lvan's. There was a stage
where we had a major script point
that would have taken so much
away from the feeling of the group.
It would have separated Bill a lot
and taken the camaraderie away. so
we changed it."

Meanwhile. Gross says the sequel
will benefit from a new maturity.
"lvan's matured as a director. the
stars matured as actors. Danny
nykroyii is more responsible: he
tends to take care of business in a
less boyish way.“ Actually.
.=l.ykroyd's interest in the super-
natural is quite genuine; he is a
member of the American Society for
Psychical Research and is said to
have told President George Bush at

Art rest-orer Janus: Poha [Peter
lllaclliiehoi] introduces Dana
[Sigourney Weaver] to his patron.

a screening of My Stepmother is an
.-llien to "call me if there's any trou-
ble at the White House with the
ghost of Mary Todd Lincoln."

Meanwhile. there's the ghost of
the first Ghostbusters to contend
with. linown in Japan as Ghost-to
bust-a. in France as IOU Phantomes
and in Germany as Ghosthunle. the
original has raked in around S200
million. a daunting figure. "The
thing we've not done is sit there and
say. ‘Well. if we don't do this. we
won't make X amount of dollars.’ "
insists Gross. "Merchai1dise is not
on our minds when we do this. We
don't want it to be the tail that. wags
the dog. Our first and biggest con-
cern is how many days will it take to
shoot the picture. how big is the
crew. how much do we shoot? it's
too expensive to shoot in New York.
so we'll fake much of it in LA. We
have a second unit crew shooting
here every day that we're shooting.
which we didn't do on the first
movie."

Gross hopes the sequel will benefit
from a whole generation of new
fans. "Fire we worried about it doing
well?" he ponders. "We can't worry
about it. we're just doing it. Will
Ghoslbusters ii be funny’? That's
our main concern. The script is the
funniest thing I ever read. and we're
writing as we go."

Now Gross points up to the cold.
empty air. "That's where she'll be."
he says. referring to the larger-than
Stay-Puft strolling statue. She's not
there yet. hut Michael Gross has a
vision of the future. and no one's
gonna slime it up.
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